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Name something that is 
associated with Egypt
1. The Pyramids 
2. The Nile
3. Cleopatra 
3. The Bengals
4.  The Sphinx 

Name something associated with 
the number 4 at the Seder

1.  4 Questions 
2.  4 cups of wine
3. 4 Sons
4. 4 Mothers 

SEDER FAMILY FEUD
Name Something People 
Consider A Strictly Passover 
Food
1. Matza
2. Marror
3. Haroset
4. Macaroons
5. Saltwater  

Name something you’d probably 
associate with being a slave
1.  Chains
2.  Jail Cell
3.  Whip
4.  Forced labor 

Name a person who is 
mentioned in the Hagadah: 
1.  Pharoah
2.  Rabbi Akiva 
3.  Elijah
4.  Lavan the Aramean
5.  Abraham 
6.  4 Sons
7.  Rabbi Elazar ben Azarya 

Name a Jewish gathering 
you go to where you talk 
more than you eat:
1. Passover Seder
2. Shiva/Funeral 
3. Kiddush
4. Tashlich

Name Something People Buy to 
Show They have made it! 
Aka. Free

Name an Animal 
mentioned in the Seder

Name your favorite 
leavened item
1. Pizza
2. Bagels
3. Pasta
4. Challah
5. Doughnuts

  
1. Big House
2..Fancy Car
3. Expensive Watch
4. Nice Shoes
5. Vacation Home

1. Frogs
2. Goat
3. Lice 
4. Wild Animals
5. Locusts 

We Asked 100 Seder Goers... 
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Name a word that rhymes 
with Moses                      points

● Roses                             80
● Poses                             12 
● Forcloses                        5
● Composes                       1  
● Juxtaposes                      1
● Bulldozes                         1 

Name a word that rhymes 
with Pharaoh                points

● Marrow       33
● Arrow       20
● Sparrow       15
● Narrow       10
● Barrow         3

Name any Freer of Slaves in 
history:                           points

● Moses                               70
● Abraham Lincoln               20
● Martin Luther King Jr.        10 

Name Your Favorite Song at 
the Seder                     points

● Dayaynu     33
● Chad Gad Ya               30
● Mah Nishtana               30
● One is Hashem              4   
● Opening Order Song     2     

Your Favorite Seder Food
● Charoset                       30
● Matza                            30
● Marror                           20
● Korech Sandwich          16
● Macaroons                      3 
● Chocloate lollypop          1

What’s another  name for 
Passover:                       points

● Pesach                            50
● Chag Hamatzot               25
● Zman Chayrutaynu         15 
● Chag Ha Aviv                  10

Name any of the Special 
Shabbats that proceed 
Passover                         points

● Shabbat Hagadol             43
● Shabbat Shekalim            27
● Shabbat Zachor                21
● Shabbat Parah                 7
● Shabat HaChodesh           3

Name Something on the 
Seder Plate                    points

● Shankbone                     29
● Hard Boiled Egg        21
● Marror                     20  
● Charoset        16
● Karpas                            11  
● Chazeret (bitter veg)        3

We Asked 
100 Seder Goers... 

Family Feud Speed Round…
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USE IN CASE OF EMERGENCY 
Seder Night One 

1. How do you drive your mother completely insane on Passover?   It’s really a piece of cake
2. Man hands a blind man a piece of matzah. Blind man: “Who wrote this crap?”
3. When it comes to Karpas, who is the king of Passover?  A. Elvis Parsley!!
4. What did the grape do when he got stepped on?   He let out a little wine
5. Why didn’t the Egyptians build the Pyramids themselves?    They were Anti-Cementic
6. What’s the your favorite Passover film? Shawshankbone Redemption
7. Why did the matzah quit his job? A. Because he didn’t get a raise!!
8. Why do we eat horseradish with the 4 cups?  When it chrains, it pours
9. What army base is off limits on Passover? Fort Leavenworth

10. How does NASA organize their Passover seders in space?   They planet.
11. Why did the Mortgage Crisis start on Passover?    Too much lien-ning
12. What did the Egyptians say  when they saw the first plague? Oh DAMM
13. You want to hear a good matzah pizza joke? Never mind, it’s pretty cheesy
14. What do you call someone who spent hours preparing the Seder plate???? Egg-zosted!
15. How did the middle matzah do in Vegas?    He was going for broke
16. What makes a great Seder like a piece of matza?   They both should take less than 18 minutes!
17. What do you call lice in a Pharoah’s bald head?  Homeless.
18. Why wouldn’t Moses let anyone use his staff? He couldn’t part with it.
19. Why did the matzah goto the doctor? Because he started feeling crumby
20. What’s the difference between matzoh and cardboard?? Cardboard doesn’t leave crumbs in the rug
21. What did one seder plate say to the other?  Dinner is on me!
22. What kind of shoes did the Egyptians where during the plague of Frogs? Open toad!
23. You hear about the synagogue of only Jewish Democrats?  It’s called Bnei Barack
24. What did the Red Sea say to the Jews when it was split?  Nothing. It just waved.
25. What did Joseph use to call his brothers from jail?  His cell phone.
26. Why did the matza baker rob the bank? He needed the dough.
27. What do you call someone who derives pleasure from the bread of affliction?  A matzochist.
28. Why do Jewish Mothers make great parole officers?      They never let anyone finish a sentence.
29. Who is behind Pharaoh’s Evil Empire? Darth Seder
30. What was the name of the Secret Spy for the Jews in Egypt? Bondage, James Bondage
31. What did the Matzah say to the comedian? You crack me up!
32. What kind of cake do you eat after the big Passover meal? a Stomach cake
33. What was the Marror’s Presidential campaign Slogan?   Make America Grate Again

Seder Night Two: 
1. Did you hear about the Kidnapping at the Seder?  It’s fine now,  she woke up
2. Why do we have a Haggadah to read on Passover? So we can Seder right words.
3. What’s the best cheese to eat on Pesach? A: Matza-rella.
4. Why’s a Matzo Ball always so happy?  It’s  just always so souper 
5. Why was bedikah chumetz so late?  it overswept 
6. Why can’t you ever tell a joke around a Matza?   It might crack up
7. Why does Eliyahu wear stripes?   He doesn't want to be spotted 
8. After the Seder my mom asked to clear the table,  I needed a running start but I made it. 
9. Why can’t the shankbone be more than 12 inches?  Cause then it would be a foot 

10. Why were the frogs in Egypt so happy?   They eat  whatever bugs them
11. What do you call Fake Matza-Noodles?  Impasta 
12. What did Moses say to Pharaoh after he refused the first plague? Boy, that was Dumb.
13. Why did the man drink 4 cups of Tropicana at his Seder? He couldn’t concentrate
14. A Matzah walks into a bar…  Bartender says: Haven’t seen you in a while, where you been? Matzah says: I’ve 

had some bad breaks
15. Bitter Herbs walks into a bar  The barman says ”Sorry we don’t serve food here”
16. Elijah Walks into a bar Bartender says: What can I get for you Elijah? Elijah says: Wait, you can see me??
17. Matzah Walks into a Bar   Bartender says “Crumby day?”
18. 600k  Jews pile in to a  bar Bartender says: If you thought splitting the sea was hard, try splittin this check
19. A Matzah Ball walks into a bar…  Bartender says: Is this Round on you?
20. Kiddush Cup walks into  Bartender says: Sorry, we don’t serve whiners here
21. Pharoah Walks into a Bar  Bartender: What’s with the heavy heart? Pharoah: I want my mummy.
22. Pirate Walks into a bar  with a paper towel on his head instead of a yarmulke. Bartender says “What’s up with 

the paper towel?” The pirate says, “Arrrrr…there’s a bounty on me head’
23. Two men were fighting at the bar. One threw a plate of karpas.”And thats just for starters!
24. Why was the Bubby upset?: Cause she cleaned the house, made the seder, yet Zeidi still says “Next Year in 

Jerusalem!”
25. How many Seder’s does it take to screw in a lightbulb?  Who knows, one?
26. How many Moses does it take to screw in a lightbulb? None, he has a staff for those kinds of requests
27. How many Egyptians does it take to screw in a light bulb?  No one can find them, it’s the plague of Darkness!
28. How many bubbies does it take to screw in a lightbulb?  1 but first eat a something bubbleh. You look starving.
29. How many Lubovitchers does it take to screw in a light bulb?  2, one to change it while the other puts tefillin on 
30. How many cups/wine does it take to screw in a light bulb? Enough to realize the room is spinning, not the bulb
31. How many Pharoah does it take to screw in a light bulb?   One, but he won’t let it go.
32. How many Elijahs does it take to screw in a light bulb?    One, but after having a cup of wine at every seder on 

the planet, he may be lights out
33. Knock Knock….Who’s There?  Toby… Toby Who?  Toby or not To be, that is the 5th question
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SEDER SONGS! 

Flowers – Mily Cyrus
 
We were slaves, we pushed stones

Pesach shopping, now we need a loan

We would fight, til it’s free

Built a pesach, and watched our savings burn

 

Mm, I did wanna leave you

I didn't wanna die

Started to cry but then remembered I

 

I can bake myself matzah

Grind marror by hand

No more shopping for hours

Say Hebrew you don't understand

I can make it all vegan

And we can create my own Shatzer brand

Yeah, I can overcharge better than Pesach 

stores can

 

I can make matzah cheaper

I can make Pesach cheaper, baby

Can make matzah cheaper

I can make Pesach cheaper, baby
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Made You Look - Meghan Trainor
 

I could have my Kittel on (Kittel on)

I could wear my new Yom Tov Apron

But even with nothin' leavoned

Bet I made you over-cook (I made you cook)

Yeah, I look good in my Pesach dress  

My marror’s hotter when it’s raw horseradish

'Cause even when the seder’s long

Bet I made you overcook (I made you cook)

Mhm-hm-hm

As it Was - Harry Styles

 

Holdin' me back

Haggadah is holdin' me back

Hold up the seder plate in palm of your hand

Why don't we leave it at that?

Nothin' to say,

When this Shana Aleph guy is talking all day

Seems dayneu delays

And I'm the only Son who will stay (shut), oh

In this seder, can’t we skip?

You know it's not as long as it was

In this seder, it's 4 cups

You know it's not as long as it was

As it was, as it was, as it was…as it was.. as it was..Y

You know the seder is too long as it was

Anti-Hero - Taylor Swift

I have this thing where I am the Wicked but never Wise son

Midnight becomes time to eat Tzafoon

When my seder ends at the graveyard shift

Eliyahu’s ghost makes everyone stand there in the room

 I should not be left to think about lices

How come no rices and leaning vices

I end up in food crisis (tale as old as time)

I wind up leaning from dreaming

Of the first course I'll watch as you're leaving

'Cause you got tired of my mansplaining

(For the last time)

 

It's me, Hi, 

I'm Eliyahu, Ha-Navi

Door opening time, 

everybody likes the breeze

I'll stare directly at the 5th cup  but never see you drink it

It must be exhausting always drinking solo, so anti-social

I’m Good – David Guetta, Bebe Rexha
I'm good, yeah, I'm feeling this wine
Zayde, I'ma have the best 4 cups of my life
And wherever this seder takes me, I'm down leaning right
Bubbie, don't you know I'm tipsy, Yeah, I'm feelin' alright
'Cause I'm not good, yeah, I'm feelin' the wine
Zayde, I'ma have the best night of sleep of my life
And wherever this last cup takes me, I'm shikur alright
Baby, don't you know I'm drunk, But what a Passover night!



SEDER SONGS! 
Bad Habit – Steve Lacy

I wish I knew 
I wish I knew, Dayenu
I wish I knew,
I wish I knew
I wish I knew …you wanted to eat.

What you, hungry, what you do?
During Dayenu,  could've made a  move (to the 
kitchen)
If I knew  I'd share with you
Is it too late to taste the soup?
 
I only nibbled karpas, it's a bad habit
Kinda mad that I didn't add potatoes to it
Thought veggies were too good for me, my dear
Never liked saltwater, my dear
It's okay, matzah is filling for
Reasons that I think are sure, yeah

I wish I knew, Dayenu
I wish I knew …you wanted to eat.
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Green Green Grass - George Ezra
 
Well, seder moved like lightning, 
and the matzahs count three
Then she gives out all the lettuce
And says she's passing it to me
Now put your hands up, for charoses
And there's everyone here starving
Gonna make it out alive
 
Loaded up ..when the crunch comes down
Hillel’s tribute for sandwich lovers
Charoset and marror spread out around
Over the chrain and matzahcovers, matzahcovers, 
matzahcovers
 
She said ….Green Green Karpas
maroon maroon wine
Why don’t I make Hillel sandwich everyday of my life?

She said, green green Karpas
maroon maroon wine
Why don’t I make Hillel sandwich everyday of my life?

Stay - Kid Leroi / Justin Beiber 

 
I do the Seder, I told you that I nebech would 

I start with Kadaish, even when I knew there wasn’t food
I know that I can't,     find afikomen as good as you
I need crudit’e, need crudit’e , hey ey

I get drunk,  4 cups,   got wine to spill
I realize,  the time back in Egypt killed   
I feel like,    you can't feel the way slaves feel
I'll be locked up,  if you can't lean right here

Oh-whoa (oh-whoa, whoa) Oh-whoa (oh-whoa, whoa)
I'll be locked up,  if you can't lean right here

I do the Seder, I told you that I nebech would 
I start with Kadaish, even when I knew there wasn’t food
I know that I can't,      find afikomen as good as you
I need hotter chrain, need hotter  chrain, hey

When I'm away from food, I miss its crunch
You're the reason I believe in big  lunch
It's been difficult for me without the crust  
And I'm afraid that I'ma chumetz  it up

Aint no way,        that I can leave 4 cups  stranded 
Cause you aint never left  bubbie empty-handed 
and you know that I know that I can’t do pesach without you
So baby stayyyy 
  oh-whoa  

I do the Seder, I told you  that I nebech would 
I start with Kadaish, even when I knew there wasn’t food
I know that I can't,      find afikomen as good as you
I need crudite , need crudite, hey ay

Got Frogs?

https://genius.com/26193866/Steve-lacy-bad-habit/I-bite-my-tongue-its-a-bad-habit
https://genius.com/26696476/Steve-lacy-bad-habit/Kinda-mad-that-i-didnt-take-a-stab-at-it


SEDER SONGS! 

Shallow (Lady Gaga) 

Tell me something, God
Are you happy with this enslaved world?
Or do you need more?
Is there chumetz that you're searching for?
Salt-watering
In all the good times I find myself
Longing, for Bread
And in the bad times I fear myself…..

Tell me somethin’ God
Aren't you tired tryna lose celluloid?
Or do you need more?
Ain't it hard keepin’ Elijah at the door?
Salt-watering
In all the good times I find myself
Longing for Bread
And in the bad times I fear myself
I'm off the deep end
Watch as I recline in
I'll never eat marror ground
Crash on the sofa
Where they can’t irk us
We're far from the seder now
In the seder
In the seder
In the seder
We're far from the seder now
Tell me somethin’ God
Tell me somethin’ God
Yeah, we're far from the seder
Yeah, we're far from the seder now
We're far from the seder now
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Truth Hurts -  Lizzo
Why a Jew great 'til they gotta eat great?

Woo
I just took a DNA test,
turns out
I'm 100% ‘shknazic…
Even when I’m Kneidel crazy

 Yeah, I got goy problems,
that's the Egypt in me
 Bling bling, then we solve 'em,
that's the Moses in me

 You coulda had a yid-kitcsch
In a kittel
 Help you with your pyramids
 just a shtickle
 You're 'posed to let us go,
but you're holding us back
 And that's the sound
of Moses’s 10 plague attack
Why Jew great 'til they gotta eat great?
Just bless me, matzaballs in my face

Best friend sat me down in elijahs chair
 Ask 4 questions like Elal Security airfare
 Fresh marror with burning hot lightening
 Real mensch be hagadah reciting 
 Matza Dry, needed something more 
exciting…
Bom bom bi dom bi dum bum bay
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Maroon5,  Memories
Here's to 4sons that we taught
 Cheers to the sons quarantined, cause their smart
 'Cause the drinks brings back Egypt memories
 Of everything we've been through

Toast to the ones who ain’t here today
 Toast to the ones quarantined on the way
 'Cause the drinks brings back Egypt memories
 And the memories bring back, memories bring back 
Shul
There's a time that I remember, when I did not know 
no slaves
 When I believed in building Egypt, and everything 
would stay the same
 Now my heart feels like a shul member, when 
somebody tone-deaf tries to lain
 'Cause I can't reach out to call shul, just to be able to 
complain, yeah
Everybody hurts sometimes
 Everybody hurts someday, ayy ayy
 But everything gon' be alright
 Go and raise a glass and say, ayy
Here's to 4sons that are we taught
 Cheers to the sons who ain’t here, cause their smart
 'Cause the drinks bring back Egypt memories
 Of everything we've been through

Toast to the ones going solo today
 Toast to the ones quarantined on the way
 'Cause the drinks brings back Egypt memories
 And the memories bring back, memories bring back 
Shul
Doo doo, doo doo doo doo

To "The Fresh Prince of Bel Air" Theme 
Song

Now this is the story all about how
My life in Egypt got flipped upside down
And I’d like to take a minute just sit back and 
lean
I’ll tell you how I became the prince of a town 
called Mizrayim

In West Alexandria born and raised
In a basket is where I spent most of my days
Chilling out, maxing, relaxing all cool
And all floating in da Nile like swimming in a 
pool
When a couple of Pharaoh's guys said we’re 
up in no good
Started making trouble in my neighborhood
There was one harsh decree and the Jews got 
scared
And said you’re moving down to Goshen with 
Yisro & Tzipporah there

I whistled at this burning bush and when I 
came near
the bush said Shalom, had I had too much 
beer?
If anything I could say that this miracle was 
rare
But I thought can't forget it, Yo Pharaoh's been 
unfair

I pulled up to a palace about seven or eight
And I yelled to Pharaoh, yo homes smell you 
later
Looked at my kingdom I was finally there
To Let My People Go; Taking da Jews to 
freedom from despair
  

Use Somebody by Kings of Leon
Moses been roaming around, he was looking 
down at all his peeps
Slave faces, wishing free places, they can't 
reach
You know that I could use some parsley
You know that I could use some parsley

Some karpas like you and all you need is 
saltwater and green
Countless veggies wont keep you up, you 
need caffeine
You know that I could use more parsley. 
You know that I could use more parlsey
Some karpas for you!

Off in seder night while you live it up, don't fall 
asleep
Waging wars against Paroah, but Im starving 
and hungry
I hope it's gonna make you notice (im 
starving)
I hope it's gonna make you notice (this is too 
long)

Someone needs meat, someone needs meat, 
Shulchan Aruch like me, somebody

I'm ready now, I'm ready now (to eat)
I'm ready now, I'm ready now (to lean)
I'm ready now, I'm ready now (to fress)
I'm ready now (to sleep)

Some karpas will do, some parsley. Some 
karpas will do, some parsley Some karpas will 
do, some parsley
 
I've been roaming around, looking down at the 
sederplate and karpas is all I see
You know that I could use some parsley



SEDER SONGS! 

Sunroof - Nicky Youre, dazy 

Oy, oy, veis meir, oy oy oy va voy…x2
 
I got my broom out the sunroof
I'm blasting the Dyson vacuum
I only got carseat vomit on my mind
You got candy stuck on the front view
Stickiness gone it feels brand new
There’s still only chametz crumbs in my eyes
 
You got the Windex Bleach smell, you know it
You got a box of Cheerios spilled, so let me show it
Carwash is exactly what I want, kinda cool and kinda not
Wanna outsource my car to you
 
Yeah, we're driving down to my inlaws at night
I only hope no new messes in the backseat tonight
I'm feeling like Bedika might be my time to cry
Windex you, Windex you, Windex where are you!
 
I got my broom out the sunroof
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MORE SONGS

To the tune of Hotel 
California
On an Egyptian desert highway 
Cool wind in our hair 
Warm smell of mazohballs 
Rising up through the air. 
Up ahead in the distance 
There’s no food in sight 
My head grew heavy, and my sight grew dim 
Why is this different then all other nights!?
There Elijah stood in the doorway 
I heard his dayanu song 
And I was thinking to myself 
This could be Heaven or Maagid prolonged!?
Then I asked the 4 questions
The Haggadah taught me the way 
There were voices for each 4 sons 
I thought I heard them say: 
Chorus 
Welcome to our Passover Seder
Such a lovely place 
Such a lovely place (background) 
There’s no need to race! 
Plenty of room at our Passover Table 
It’s that time of year 
It’s that time of year (background) 
When we can’t serve Beer!

To the Theme of 
"Happy Days"

Dam, Tzafadaya, unhappy plagues,
Kinim, Arbah, unhappy plagues,
Dever, Schin, unhappy plagues,
Darkness comes, what a plague,

Will you finally free the Jews?!

This Passover is ours
Let My People Go. (Oh Happy Plagues)

No more slavery scars (Oh Happy Plagues)
Oh please spill some wine.

Hello Moses, goodbye slaves,
Pharoah's gonna give in, he's gotta be insane.

You finally ready to be a free man?
Don't forget your chocolate macaroon can.

This Passover is ours
Pour me some wine. (Oh Happy Plagues)

Egyptians have SARS (Oh Happy Plagues)
Oh, afikomen please be mine 

Dam, Tzafadaya, unhappy plagues,
Kinim, Arbah, unhappy plagues,
Dever, Schin, unhappy plagues,
Macat Bechorot, what a plague,
Will you finally free the Jews?!

These Happy Plagues lets spill some wine (oh 
Happy Plagues)

These Happy Plagues lets spill some wine (oh 
Happy Plagues)

These Passover Days are yours and mine, These 
Passover days are yours and mine, Happy Days

To tune of 
“Take me out to 
the Ballgame”

Take me out to the Seder 
Take me out to the crowd 

Feed me some matzah and charoses
I'm a King now,  to Egypt we're never going back

Cause it root for Moshe Rabbeinu 
Had to break the luchas what a shame!  

For it's one, two, ...four cups of wine 
At the ole seder plate!

  

To the Tune of 
Gilligan's Island
Just sit right back and you'll hear a tale,
A tale of a fateful trip, 
That started when we were slaves,
on our exodus from Egypt

Moses was a mighty holy man,
Aaron brave and sure.
The Jewish Nation escaped that night,
For a three day tour, a three day tour.

                   The Egyptians started getting rough
The Red Sea had no bridge to cross
If not for the courage of the fearless Jew,
Our nation would be lost, our nation would be lost.

God split the sea and we came to shore to start a new lifestyle
With Miriam, and Aaron too,
Under G-d's care we did survive
Moses’s lead,
The Torah and our Israel land 
Here on Passover Night!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Brady Bunch
 Theme song

Here's the story 
of our great-grand Bubby and Zeide 

Who were enslaved for about 210 years. 
All of them were stuck in Egypt, with their Jewish brothers, 

it was awfully hard work and bitter tears. 

Here’s their story, 
Lets call it a “Seder”

Which we tell about how they finally broke free! 
God sent Moshe to deal with Pharaoh, 

and also to split the red sea. 

Till that one day when God himself came to our rescue
And they knew it was much more than a hunch, 

That this group of slaves would somehow form a nation. 
That's the way we all became the Jewish Bunch. 

The Jewish Bunch, 

That's the way we all became the Jewish Bunch. 
The Jewish Bunch.

Lady in Red
I've never seen Nile looking so bloody as it did tonight

I've never seen the Nile so bright (O positive)
I've never seen so many men ask you if you had a drink
They're looking for a working sink, water’s all a bit pink

And I have never seen that water so flaming
Or the stench that’s in the air that waters your eyes

I have been blind

The NILE in red is plaguing Egypt, creek to creek
There's no water here, it's just all bloody

It’s why I want to freak
But I hardly know this Nile by my side

I'll never forget the way you look tonight

I've never seen you looking so Hemo as you did tonight
I've never seen you shine so bright, wish it was raining

I've never seen so many people want to be there by your side
And when you turned to red and fire, it took my breath away

And I have never had such a feeling
Such a feeling of complete and utter thirst, as I do tonight

The NILE in red is plaguing Egypt, creek to creek
There's no water here, it's just so bloody

It’s why I want to freak
But I hardly know this Nile by my side

I'll never forget the way you look tonight
I never will forget the way you look tonight

The Nile in red, the Nile in red
The Nile in red, my lady in red 
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TORAH INSIGHTS
Topic Haggadah Question Insight / Answers

Leaving Egypt “Egypt” is a just a location, wouldn’t it be better to 
focus on the actual problem like  “Leaving Pharoah” 
or “Leaving Slavery”? Not Where

Passover is intended to be a personal liberation. Slavery and Pharoah were specific things that our forefathers escaped. The 
Haggadah keeps it vague to allow you to fill in your own specific struggle that you need to break free from in order for you to fully 
empathize.  Take a second to focus on what’s holding you back and then you can fully  relate (Rabbi Tzvi Blanchard) 

More Speak
More Praiseworthy

There are 3 places the Talmud says “the more you 
speak, the more praiseworthy”, Name them and 
their connection 

1. Leaving Egypt at the Seder 2. Eulogy for a Parent 3. Defense for Someone accused of a Capital Crime 
The connection:  A. All are situations where someone can no longer speak on their own behalf. B. They all are situations where your 
words can literally  bring these things that are dead back to life  (Mark Gerson) 

Bnei Brak Up all Night 
Torah Story

Why does the Hagadah start to tell us a story about 
a bunch of rabbis staying up all night to discuss the 
Exodus.  Why not just tell us: Stay up late and 
discussed?

The writers of the Haggadah needed a framework in which to “Teach”.  Their method: Stories and questions.  Stories have been used 
as a source for learning throughout history for two reasons:  1. You remember and  2. you relate to them much better.  When you read 
or watch stories, it often produces mental imagery, evokes emotions and focuses attention, all of which are mechanisms that can 
increase learning and long-term retention. (Rabbi Avrom Marmorstein)

The 4 Sons The talmud Yerushalmi has only 3 sons mentioned. 
The Wicked son isn’t mentioned? Why keep him?

Speak to your “All of you Children when they ask” -  the rabbis knew all children means all types -  that certainly includes someone not 
so interested or even worse: Bitter Tweens.  They kept it to make a point: focus on reaching all kids   (Rabbi Avrom Marmorstein)

In Every Generation There are two places in the Hagadah that use the 
term “In Every Generation”.  What are they?  
What’s their connection?

1.In Every Generation: A person is obligated to regard himself as though he actually left Egypt. 
2. In Every Generation: People will rise up to destroy us.  The Connection:  The identical term here serves as a comfort that although  
although these terrible things will continue to happen, so will the idea that we can always persevere.  (R’ Shaul Robinson)  

The Ten Plagues Is there any logic to the randomness of the 10 
plagues? 

The famous explanation is that the plagues mimic true warfare strat: by Sea (1-3) by Ground (4-6) by Sky (7 -9) and By God(10).  
The Maharal says that each of the 10 plague was the reversal of the 10 times God says “Let there Be...” at creation. For example: 
plague of Darkness reversed “Let there be light”,    This gives new meaning to the arbitrary nature of each plague, and that in fact God 
was truly formulaic in the way in which he inflicted retribution upon the Egyptians (R Moshe Grussgott)

Dtash Adash Bachab What is the point of this Acronym?  To just 
remember the 10 plagues?

Rabbi Yehuda wasn’t only accustomed to giving Acronyms but also to teach a lesson.  Dtzach means Happiness, Adash means Beans, 
BAchab means Brother. Alluding to the monumental Red Lentil Soup Birthright deal that Jacob bought from his brother Esav. Despite 
hundreds of years of slavery, after the plagues, it was suddenly all worth it.  (Rabbi Alan Schwartz)

Dayaynu There are 15 stanzas in this song. The number 15 
shows up a number of times in the Hagadah. Can 
you name where? 

There are 15 steps to the Seder.  There are 15 stanzas to Dayaynu.  15 actually has a deeper significance of transition. There are 15 
generations between Abraham and Solomon.  From a people starting to a people establishing a king and a temple. 15 always signifies 
transition. The seder is intended to do just that for you personally. We say Dayaynu for all 15 steps no matter how illogical (getting to 
Mt. Sinai and not receiving the torah, Dayaynu?)  as every step is one holistic transition (Rabbi Alan Schwartz) 
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